Learning Cubes for Kids

From Kagan Publishing

Learning Cubes are squishably soft and quiet-to-roll 3-inch foam cubes. On each of the six sides of the cube is a different student question or activity prompt. The best part about them is they can be used over and over again with any new topic you're studying. Your students use the Vocabulary Cube for learning any new vocabulary words. They roll the Story Elements cube to examine any story's elements. You'll be amazed how useful these cubes are. Your students will love rolling these cubes to interact over the many different subject matters!

Who is it for?
- Parents, teachers, and homeschoolers
- Sets available for kids K-12

What is included?
- Primary Cube Set (K-3)
  - Journal Starters Cube - Journal starting sentences to get students writing
  - Money Cube - Dollar bill, fifty cents, quarter, dime, nickel, and penny
  - Reader Response Cube - Sentence starters for students to provide writing feedback
  - Primary Story Starters Cube - Kid-friendly illustrations to develop early story-telling skills
  - Primary Story Elements Cube - Picture and title for: Setting, topic, character, beginning, middle, end
  - Shapes Cube - Circle, square, triangle, star, rectangle, pentagon
  - Praisers Cube - Illustrated praisers
  - Teambuilder Cube - Questions to get to know and like teammates
- Grade 4-12 Set
  - Brain Booster Cube - Brain-friendly activity options for just about any subject matter
  - Lesson Launcher Cube - Questions to focus students on the lesson
  - Lesson Wrap Up Cube - Questions to review the lesson
  - Reading Comprehension Cube - Discussion prompts to boost understanding and retention
  - Story Elements Cube - Students examine any story's elements: setting, point of view, plot, character, conflict, moral
  - Vocabulary Cube - Prompts for mastering vocabulary words
  - Historical Event Cube - Activities to explore any historical event
  - Teambuilder Cube - Questions to get to know and like teammates

Why buy?
- Boost interaction and learning!
- Fun way to integrate different subject matters
- Use with a wide variety of age ranges!
- Use them over and over again

How does the deal work?
• Product shipped within 7-14 business days
• $6 Shipping Cost
• Ships to: Continental US
• All sales are final

Dedicated to revolutionizing education, Kagan Publishing & Professional Development’s line of products is All About Engagement! Kagan works with educators to implement scientifically proven strategies that increase academic gains, create positive social relations, and foster a lover for learning among all students. Kagan’s line of books, SmartCards, software, learning games and resources are all designed to make learning come alive. Kagan is the #1 source for cooperative learning and active engagement products and professional development. Scientifically research-based and extensively classroom tested, let Kagan show you how to boost engagement and learning in your class.